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Appendix One – Data Dictionary for Mapping 

APPENDIX ONE:  DATA DICTIONARY FOR DIGITAL GEOMORPHIC MAPPING 

 
A1.1 INTRODUCTION  
This appendix provides technical details (metadata) describing the digital (GIS) map files that 
accompany this report.  The mapping has been prepared as ESRI Arcview shapefiles which are 
georegistered in metric MGA (Zone 55) co-ordinates to the GDA94 datum. 
 
The nature and purposes of these maps are described in the body of this report (see Section 4.0).  This 
appendix provides the detailed descriptions of data structure and attributes that are necessary to 
usefully interpret and display the mapping in a GIS system. 
 
These metadata comprise: 

• a Data Model (Section A1.2) for each GIS map layer, which lists and describes the attribute 
fields associated with each layer;  and 

 
• Attribute Tables (Section A1.3) listing the attribute codes for each attribute field whose 

attributes cannot be easily listed in the Data model. 
 
The digital maps described in this appendix existed as earlier versions prior to the 2005 - 2006 
Northern NRM Region coastal values mapping project (see Section 4),  but each has been extended or 
upgraded with additional data during the course of this project.  Since these maps were created prior to 
this NRM project, and will continue to be used for purposes beyond the scope of this project, they 
contain a number of attributes which are not directly relevant to this project.  For completeness, all 
attributes in the provided mapping are detailed in this data dictionary,  however the attributes which 
are most directly relevant to this project are identified in Section (4.0) of this report. 
 
All the mapping described here is copyrighted by the Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries & 
Water (DPIW).  Custodianship and management of the geomorphic maps described below is vested in 
the Senior Earth Scientist (or equivalent manager responsible for the Earth Science Section) of DPIW. 
 
 
A1.2 DATA MODELS 

A1.2.1 Shoreline Geomorphic Types, Sensitivity and Condition line map 
 
Shapefile:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp  (geo-registered to GDA94 datum) 
Type:  Line 
Description: Line map (LIST 1:25,000 High Water Mark map) divided into geomorphically 
distinct segments.  Data records tagged to each segment contain geomorphic descriptions and data 
pertaining to the shoreline segment. 
 

Field Type Width Attributes    
 (see attribute tables in following 
section) 

Comments 

Feat_id number 6 Consecutive unique numbers for 
each unique shore segment. 

Some original line segments 
have been split; these split 
segments have all retained 
their original feat_id 
numbers, which 
consequently are now 
duplicated in some cases. 

Beachno string 16   Beach number as per Short (2006), 
else: 
00 = Not a beach 

Allows cross-referencing 
(and database linking) with 
Short (2006), who has 
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99 = Sandy shore not numbered as 
a beach by Short (2006).  (All 
sandy shores are currently 
labelled "99"; these are to be 
given beach numbers from 
Short 2006). 

 

provided comprehensive 
descriptions and data on 
Tasmanian beaches. 

Feat_len number 6 (+ 2 
decimal 
places) 

Length of line segment in metres Calculated automatically in 
Arcview 

Confidence string 2 Identifies whether segment has 
been ground-truthed, or 
geomorphic classification is based 
only on map data, other published 
data  and /or airphoto 
interpretation. 

Refers to ground-truthing 
actually undertaken during 
the course of editing this 
data set.   
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.1) 

Updated string 10 Date of data currency or last 
update, as a string in format 
"DD/MM/YYYY" 
 
(eg,  07/04/2001 for 7th April 2001) 

 

 
Shoreline geomorphic (landform) type descriptors: 
Upperint string 2 Upper intertidal zone landform 

type 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.1) 

Lowerint string 2 Lower intertidal zone landform 
type 

See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.1) 

Backshore string 2 Backshore landform type See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.1) 

Exposure string 1 Shoreline segment exposure Exposure of the individual 
coastal segment to swell 
wave energy. Not to be 
confused with amount of 
wave energy received by 
the coastal region 
(Wavenzn); See attribute 
table:  Section (A1.3.1) and 
discussion. 

Slope string 1 Intertidal zone slope See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.1) 

Sedbudg string 2 Sediment budget Applied to sandy 
shorelines, indicates 
whether gaining sand 
(prograding), losing sand 
(receding) or stable 
(equilibrium); applies as at 
date of data currency, but 
intended to record long-
term sand budget (i.e., short 
term "cut & fill" or "beach 
rotation" cycles not 
considered). See attribute 
table:  Section (A1.3.1) 

 
Geomorphic  system  control  classifiers: 
Time string 2 Relevant time period Always 'present day' for this 

project.  See attribute table:  
Section (A1.3.1) 

Bedrock string 2 Shoreline bedrock type Includes inferred bedrock 
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underlying soft sediment 
coasts where bedrock is not 
exposed. 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.1) 

Profile string 1 Hinterland slope/topography class See attribute table:  Section 
A1.3.1) 

Wavenzn string 2 Wave energy zone of the 
Tasmanian coast, as defined by 
Davies (1978). 

Semi-quantitative measure 
of wave energy received by 
a coast.  Not to be confused 
with exposure to wave 
energy (Exposure); See 
attribute table:  Section 
A1.3.1) and discussion. 

Process string 1 Geomorphic process Always 'marine/coastal' for 
this map. See attribute 
table:  Section A1.3.1) 

 
Field geomorphic measurement records:  (provided for some ground-truthed segments only) 
Cliffht number 4 Total height of cliffs (upper 

intertidal + backshore) in metres 
as above 

Slopedeg number 2 Modal Slope in actual degrees 
measured 

as above 
 

 
 
Geomorphic Sensitivity, Condition and Geoconservation Priority Descriptors:  
 
Sens string 1 Geomorphic sensitivity of 

shoreline segment to artificial 
disturbance or degradation of 
coastal bedrock, landform or soil 
features or processes (four – level 
indicative sensitivity 
classification). 
 
Sensitivity categories generated by 
queries, based on geomorphic 
types. 

By convention, refers to 
sensitivity to local or 
regional artificial 
disturbances, but not to the 
effects of global 
anthropogenic climate 
change and sea level rise, 
which for the purposes of 
this indicator are treated as 
if they were natural 
changes. 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.4) 

Cond string 1 Geomorphic condition of shoreline 
segment (four-level overall 
condition classification). 
 
Condition categories applied 
manually, based on assessment of 
available information. 

Summarises the cumulative 
impacts of all known 
artificial disturbances to 
coastal landforms or 
geomorphic processes in a 
coastal segment.  By 
convention, refers to the 
impacts of local or regional 
artificial disturbances, but 
not to the effects of global 
anthropogenic climate 
change and sea level rise, 
which for the purposes of 
this indicator are treated as 
if they were natural 
changes. 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.4). 

Condnotes string 100 Explanatory notes on shoreline 
segment condition. 

Generally used to briefly 
list factors leading to 
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overall assessment of 
segment condition. 

Geovalues string 1 Indicative geomorphic values of 
shoreline segment  (four-level 
indicative classification). 
 
Geovalues categories generated by 
queries, based on combination of 
Sensitivity and Condition. 

High-level indicator of 
geoconservation priority of 
the shoreline segment, 
based on assigning highest 
values to shores which are 
either in the most natural 
condition, or which are 
most sensitive to 
disturbance. 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.4). 

 
Other: 
 
Notes string 200 General notes and comments 

pertaining to the coastal segment. 
 

Generally used to note 
special geomorphic issues 
or mapping issues 
pertaining to the segment. 

Reference string 200 Bibliographic citation for 
published data sources.   
 
Full bibliographic citation provided 
where possible, in preference to 
referring to a separate 
bibliographic list. 

Reference to published data 
sources where these are the 
primary source of data for 
all or specified attributes of 
a particular coastal 
segment. 
 
See also Confidence 
attribute – no Reference 
provided where information 
largely derived from air 
photo interpretation and/or 
fieldwork during editing of 
this data set. 
 
Note:  attribute created in 
version 4, thus not yet 
attributed for most coastal 
segments. 
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A1.2.2 Quaternary Coastal Sediment Polygon Map 
This map theme is described in Section (4.3) of this report. 
 
Shapefile:  tascoastsed_v4gda.shp  (geo-registered to GDA94 datum) 
Type:  Polygon 
Description: Map of thick unlithified Quaternary coastal sediment accumulations (landforms) in 
the coastal region, including dune fields, sand sheets,  intertidal/subtidal sediment flats, beaches, etc.  
This map is intended to be a map of those "soft" elements of the coastal zone (Quaternary sediment 
accumulations)  which are typically the parts of the coast most susceptible to  human-induced changes 
and alteration of natural processes. 
 
 

Field Type Width Attributes 
 

Comments 

Default string 3 "on" or "off" 
 
The Default attribute is "on" where 
only one polygon has been mapped 
for a given location. 
 
Where multiple overlapping 
polygons representing differing 
landform configurations at 
different epochs have been mapped 
at a given location, the Default 
attribute for the polygon 
representing the most recent 
mapping epoch is "on", and for the 
older (overlapping) polygons is 
"off". 
 

String entered manually.   
 
Selection of Default "on" 
polygons allows a default 
"current" map to be created 
comprising all polygons for 
areas which have only been 
mapped for one (recent or 
unspecified) epoch, but only the 
most recent polygon where 
multiple epochs have been 
mapped using separate 
overlapping polygons. 

Year string 4 Year for which the data on which 
the mapped polygon is based was 
current (e.g., "2000").   If the year 
is unspecified or unknown, this 
field is attributed "unsp".   If the 
year is unknown but the decade is 
known, this is indicated by a final 
"X", e.g., the 1990's would be 
indicated as "199X". 
 
The attribute "unsp" generally (but 
not always) refers to the most 
current data available that was used 
for mapping purposes (as specified 
in Source and Reference attributes) 
at the date specified in the Updated 
field, and this mostly refers to data 
current circa 2001 – 2006. 

String entered manually, day & 
month not specified, only the 
year. 
 
This attribute allows polygons 
of differing epochs to be 
separated out in areas where 
multiple overlapping polygons 
for different epochs have been 
mapped. 

Updated string 10 Date of last data  update,  as a 
string in format "DD/MM/YYYY" 
(eg,  07/04/2001 for 7th April 2001) 

String entered manually. Refers 
to date of updates to GIS data, 
not to the date for which the 
data is/was current (which is 
given by the Year  field). 

Sed_area number 10 (+ 2 
decimal 
places) 

Area of polygon in square metres  Calculated automatically in 
Arcview 
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Age string 3 Age of sediments or landforms 
 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.2). 

String entered manually. 
Age given as Quaternary  
(undifferentiated)  unless clear 
evidence is available for a more 
specific dating (e.g., Holocene). 

Bedform string 3 Classification of coastal 
Quaternary sediment and landform 
units. 
 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.2). 
 

String entered manually. 
 

Landform string 2 Classification of larger scale 
coastal Quaternary landforms  
(typically assemblages of bedform 
units). 
 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.2).   
 

String entered manually 

Mobility string 2 Mobility status of coastal dunes at 
the epoch represented by the 
mapped polygon (classified 
according to % vegetation cover). 
 
Used for polygons of a specified 
Year, to refer to dune mobility as at 
that year. 
 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.2). 
 

String entered manually. 
 
Field introduced by C. Sharples 
(not used in  this NRM project) 
 

Currmob string 2 Current mobility status of coastal 
dunes (classified according to % 
vegetation cover). 
 
Used for polygons of Year "unsp" 
(unspecified), to refer to dune 
mobility as at the unspecified 
(nominally "current") year 
represented by the polygon. 
 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.2). 
 

String entered manually . 
 
Field introduced by Frances 
Mowling. 
 
 

Histmob string 2 Historic mobility status of coastal 
dunes (classified according to % 
vegetation cover). 
 
Used for polygons of Year "unsp" 
(unspecified), to refer to mobility 
in 1940's – 1950's period, 
determined from historic air photos 
 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.2).  
 

String entered manually . 
 
Field introduced by Frances 
Mowling. 
 
 

Sedrate String 2 Rate of sediment supply to estuary 
from  river catchment.  Broad 
semi-quantitative estimate derived 

String entered manually . 
 
Field introduced by Frances 
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from air photo interpretation and 
field observations. 
 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.2). 
 

Mowling. 

Source string 2 General  source of mapped 
information:  includes field or 
airphoto interpretation by specified 
people, previous geological 
mapping, etc.   
 
See attribute table:  Section 
(A1.3.2). 
 

NOTE  that bibliographical 
details of specific data sources 
used should be given in the 
Reference field. 

Reference string 200 Bibliographic citation or details of 
specific data sources used to map 
polygon, where relevant. 
 
E.g.,  citation of published works, 
numbers & capture dates of aerial 
photographs, etc. 
 

See also Source field;  no 
Reference details given where 
the Source is (otherwise 
unpublished) fieldwork by a 
specified person, etc. 

 
Other: 
 
Notes string 200 Notes and comments pertaining to 

the coastal segment or to the data 
sources used. 
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A1.2.3 Coastal Geoheritage Maps 
This map theme is described in Section (4.5) of this report.  Coastal sites and areas of recognised 
geoheritage significance in the Northern NRM region have been mapped as two map layers, namely a 
polygon (area) layer (geoconareas_gda) and a point (site) layer (geoconpts_gda).  These layers have 
been extracted from the current version (5.0) of the Tasmanian Geoconservation Database.  
 
Significant Features Map (areas) 
Shapefile:  geoconareas_gda.shp  
Type:  Polygon 
Description: Significant geoheritage features map (areas).  Linear features are included, mapped as 

long thin polygons, rather than lines. 
 

Field Type Width Attributes       (see attribute tables) Comments 
 

updated string 10 Date of data currency or last update,  as 
a string in format "DD/MM/YYYY" 
(eg,  07/04/2001 for 7th April 2001) 

String entered manually. 

giscode string 6 GIS Code used for the feature in the 
Tasmanian Geoconservation Database 
(TGD). 

Indicates feature listed on 
TGD:- null value used where 
feature not on the TGD 

areaname string 200 Name of feature (verbal)  
sigbasis string 4 Type of geoconservation value (code) The type of thing about the 

feature that gives it 
geoconservation value, as 
codes (see attribute table). 

signif string 3 Significance category  
(i.e.,  representative or outstanding) 

As recorded for feature in 
TGD,  else assigned by source  
(see attribute table) 

siglevel string 10 Significance level 
 (i.e., world to local) 

As recorded for feature in 
TGD,  else assigned by source  
(see attribute table). 

sigsens string 2 Sensitivity to degradation of values by 
artificial disturbances. 

10-point sensitivity scale as 
used in Tasmanian 
Geoconservation Database, as 
distinct from 4-point 
sensitivity scale used in 
tascoastgeo_v4gda attribute 
Sens (see attribute table). 

degrad string 12 Degree of degradation of the particular 
values for which the feature is 
considered to be of geoheritage value. 

Related to Cond in 
tascoastgeo_v4gda,  but 
classified according to the 
system adopted in the TGD 
(see attribute table). 

source string 2 Source of judgement that feature is of 
geoconservation significance. 

Records whether feature is 
listed on TGD,  RNE,  other 
prior source,  or newly 
determined to be significant in 
the course of this project (see 
attribute table). 

comment string 200 Comments on geoconservation values of 
feature. 
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Significant Features Map (points) 
Shapefile:  geoconpts_gda.shp 
Type:  Points 
Description: Significant geoheritage sites map (point features). As for geoconareas_gda.shp,  

however this theme is used to map sites too small to be properly mapped as polygons. 
 

Field Type Width Attributes      (see attribute tables) Comments 
updated string 10 Date of data currency or last update,  as 

a string in format "DD/MM/YYYY" 
(eg,  07/04/2001 for 7th April 2001) 

String entered manually. 

giscode string 6 GIS Code used for the feature in the 
Tasmanian Geoconservation Database 
(TGD). 

Indicates feature listed on 
TGD:- null value used where 
feature not on the TGD 

ptname string 200 Name of feature (verbal)  
sigbasis string 4 Type of geoconservation value (code) The type of thing about the 

feature that gives it 
geoconservation value, as 
codes (see attribute table). 

signif string 3 Significance category  
(i.e.,  representative or outstanding) 

As recorded for feature in 
TGD,  else assigned by source 
(see attribute table). 

siglevel string 10 Significance level  
(i.e.,  world to local) 

As recorded for feature in 
TGD,  else assigned by source 
(see attribute table). 

sigsens string 2 Sensitivity to degradation of values by 
artificial disturbances. 

10-point sensitivity scale as 
used in Tasmanian 
Geoconservation Database, as 
distinct from 4-point 
sensitivity scale used in 
tascoastgeo_v4gda attribute 
Sens (see attribute table). 

degrad string 12 Degree of degradation of the particular 
values for which the feature is 
considered to be of geoheritage value. 

Related to Cond in 
tascoastgeo_v4gda,  but 
classified according to the 
system adopted in the TGD 
(see attribute table). 

source string 2 Source of judgement that feature is of 
geoconservation significance. 

Records whether feature is 
listed on TGD,  RNE,  other 
prior source,  or newly 
determined to be significant in 
the course of this project (see 
attribute table). 

comment string 200 Comments on geoconservation values of 
feature. 
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A1.3 ATTRIBUTE TABLES 

A1.3.1 Shoreline Geomorphic Types Line Map Descriptors 
 
Degree of Ground Truthing  (Confidence) 
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Confidence 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  2 
Explanation: Provides indication of whether segment has been ground-truthed since 2000 for the 
purpose of compiling or checking this dataset, or whether geomorphic classification is based only 
upon on existing published data including map data,  and/or on air photo interpretation. 
 
Attribute summary: 
 
Characters 
(00 - 99) 

Degree of ground-truthing  (Confidence) 

00 Not ground truthed during editing of this coastal data set (mostly based on combinations of 
airphoto, topographic and geological map interpretation, as described in Sections 1.1 &  4.1).  
See Reference and Notes attributes for further information. 

01 Field inspection (ground-truthing) by Chris Sharples in the course of editing this coastal data 
set. 

02 Field inspection (ground truthing) by Frances Mowling, incorporated during editing of this data 
set. 

 
 
Geomorphic Descriptors 
The geomorphic descriptors used in tascoastgeo_v4gda are classified as either Geomorphic System 
Controls (independent controls such as bedrock and wave energy which have controlled the 
development of coastal landforms) or as Shoreline Geomorphic Type Descriptors which describe the 
types of coastal landforms that have developed in response to the system controls.  See discussion of 
this conceptual distinction further below.  The following figure provides a diagrammatic explanation 
of these descriptors: 
 

 
 

Figure 1:  Diagrammatic representation of key attribute fields of the Shoreline Geomorphic Types Map 
(tascoastgeo_v4gda). 
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The following tables list the attributes and attribute codes pertaining to fields in the data model 
provided in Section (A1.2.1).  Attribute tables are not provided for fields that are adequately explained 
in the Data Model itself. 
 
Shoreline Geomorphic Type Descriptors: 
These attribute fields provide a simple description of coastal landforms within each distinctive coastal 
segment.  The descriptors are based on the form and fabric (constituents) of the coastal landforms, 
rather than upon their genesis.  These descriptors describe the types of landforms that have been 
produced by the broader geomorphic system controls that have influenced each coastal segment.  
Some (but not all) of the geomorphic system controls that have determined the landform development 
of each coastal segment are classified in the attribute fields listed as "georegion (geomorphic system 
control) classifiers" in the Data Model (Section A1.2.1) and further below. 
 
Note that, for the purposes of achieving a relatively simple landform description system,  a number of 
generalised conventions have been adopted.  For example, where rocky shore platforms are present, 
these are in all cases recorded only in the Lower Intertidal Zone landform type descriptor (lowerint), 
despite the fact that many rocky shore platforms do actually extend into the upper intertidal zone.  
Again, the "Upper Intertidal Zone" landform type descriptor nominally describes landform types 
extending up to the Mean High Water Mark only, however in reality it has been used to describe 
landforms extending up to the limits of occasional storm wave action (e.g., shingle beach storm berms, 
which may extend well above the actual MHWM). 
 
 
Upper Intertidal Zone Landform Type  (Upperint) 
Used in shapefile/theme:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Upperint       
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  2 
Explanation: Landform types forming the upper intertidal zone (nominally up to high water mark, 
but actually up to the limits of occasional storm wave action in many cases).  This is the part of the 
shoreline zone most commonly thought of as characterising a "shoreline type".  
 
Attributes 00 – 12 were used in the original shoreline mapping (v.1) by Sharples (2000); all other 
attributes are more detailed sub-divisions which have been added subsequently,  but as yet have not 
been applied in all parts of the Tasmanian coast.  In general, the more detailed (sub-divided) attributes 
have been applied mainly in areas that have been ground-truthed or otherwise re-mapped since 2000. 
Since the new attributes are all sub-divisions of those used previously, it is possible to "retro-fit" the 
more detailed categories defined here back to the broader undifferentiated categories used previously.  
The original 12 attribute categories are numbered in bold on the following table, while the newer sub-
divided category numbers are indicated by normal numbers. 
 
Note that some sub-divided attribute codes have been re-ordered and re-numbered as compared to the 
codes used in the previous version of tascoastgeo_v3. This was done to create a more logical coding 
system; all codes within the data set have been systematically re-assigned in accordance. 
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Attribute summary: 
 
Characters 
(00 - 99) 

Upper Intertidal landform type     (Upperint) 

00 Shoreline type unknown 
01 Cliffs (dominantly vertical or very steep to at least 5m above high water mark) 
02 Rocky (bedrock) shoreline undiff. (in situ bedrock, may include small cliffs rising to <5m above 

high water mark)  unconsolidated sediment accumulations absent or minor 
21 Rocky (bedrock) shore covered by in situ bedrock breakdown material (angular  to subrounded 

pebble/cobble/boulder shores,  commonly with bedrock outcrop) 
22 Angular boulder (± cobble/pebble)  shores (colluvium, collapses, slumps)   
23 Angular boulder (± cobble/pebble)  shores (colluvium, collapses, slumps)   - with common 

bedrock outcrop protruding 
03 Shell, pebble,  cobble ('shingle') or boulder (undifferentiated) beach or shoreline 
31 rounded (wave washed) shell/pebble/cobble/boulder (undifferentiated) shores   
32 wave washed shell beaches or shorelines  
33 wave washed shell beaches or shorelines - with common bedrock outcrop protruding 
34 rounded (wave washed) pebble/cobble beaches or shores  
35 rounded (wave washed) pebble/cobble beaches or shores - with common bedrock outcrop 

protruding 
36 rounded (wave washed) cobble/boulder beaches or shores  
37 rounded (wave washed) cobble/boulder beaches or shores - with common bedrock outcrop 

protruding 
04 Mixed fine- medium  sandy and  undifferentiated  shell, pebble, cobble or boulder  beach or 

shoreline  
41 mixed fine – medium sandy and  undifferentiated  shell, pebble, cobble or boulder  beach or 

shoreline  - with common bedrock outcrop protruding 
42 mixed fine – medium sandy and shell beach or shoreline  
43 mixed fine – medium sandy and shell beach or shoreline - with common bedrock outcrop 

protruding 
44 mixed fine – medium sandy and undiff. pebble/cobble beach or shoreline  
45 mixed fine – medium sandy and undiff. pebble/cobble beach or shoreline - with common bedrock 

outcrop protruding 
46 mixed fine – medium sandy and (rounded, wave washed) cobble/boulder shore 
47 mixed fine – medium sandy and (rounded, wave washed) cobble/boulder  shore – with common 

bedrock outcrop protruding 
48 mixed fine – medium sandy and angular (collapse or breakdown) boulder (± cobble/pebble)  shore
49 mixed fine – medium sandy and angular (collapse or breakdown) boulder (± cobble/pebble)  shore

 - with common bedrock outcrop protruding 
05 Sandy  beach or shoreline - grainsize undetermined  
51 sandy  beach or shoreline - grainsize undetermined – with common bedrock outcrops protruding 
06 Sandy beach or shoreline - coarse grained   

(coarse sand = grain diameters > 0.5mm;  Pettijohn et al. 1973) 
61 sandy beach or shoreline - coarse grained – with common bedrock outcrop protruding 
07 Sandy beach or shoreline - fine to medium grained   

( = grain diameters 0.0625 – 0.5mm;    Pettijohn et al. 1973) 
71 sandy beach or shoreline - fine to medium grained – with common bedrock outcrop protruding   
08 Muddy or silty shoreline  (may be pebbly or cobbly;  typically fine sands with high mud 

(silt/clay) content,  darker in colour than sandy shores) 
81 muddy or silty shoreline  – with common bedrock outcrops protruding 
09 Permeable artificial shoreline, e.g., rip – rap, boulders,  gravel fill. 
10 Impermeable artificial shoreline, e.g., concrete sea walls, wooden walls. 
11 Other artificial shoreline (including excavated shorelines),  undifferentiated 
12 Artificial shoreline - type unknown 
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Lower Intertidal Zone Landform Type  (Lowerint) 
Used in shapefile/theme:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Lowerint    
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  2 
Explanation: Landform type comprising the lower intertidal zone.  This element is water covered 
for a significant proportion of the tidal cycle.  Note that attributes (04)  and (45) have been added to 
the attribute table subsequent to compilation of the original shoreline geomorphic mapping (v.1, 
Sharples 2000);  most lower intertidal zones now classified as (04) or (45) were previously classified 
as (99). 
 
Note that by convention, all rocky shore platforms are recorded as Lower Intertidal Zone landforms 
using the Lowerint  attribute field, despite the fact that many rocky shore platforms do actually extend 
into the upper intertidal zone.   
 
Attribute summary:   
 
Characters 
(00 - 99) 

Lower Intertidal landform type  (Lowerint) 

00 with unknown lower intertidal characteristics 
01 with rocky shore platform 
02 with near shore rocks or reefs (exposed at low tide, can be up to 500m offshore) 
03 with rocky shore platform plus  near shore rocks or reefs (can be up to 500m offshore) 
04 sloping sandy bottom (± submerged bottom rocks) in lowest intertidal to subtidal zone 
45 sloping rocky bottom in lowest intertidal to subtidal zone 
05 with intertidal or shallow subtidal flats - grainsize undetermined 
07 with intertidal or shallow subtidal sand flats 
08 with intertidal or shallow subtidal mudflats  (may include marshy vegetated intertidal mudflats).  

(Note:  Mudflats are typically fine sands with high mud (silt/clay) content,  darker in colour than 
sandy shores) 

09 with permeable artificial structures,  e.g.,  rip-rap. 
10 with impermeable artificial structures,  e.g.,  concrete sea walls 
11 with other artificial structures (including excavated shorelines or wrecks) 
12 with artificial structures - type unknown 
20 with intertidal or shallow subtidal flats - grainsize undetermined - plus  rocky shore platform 
22 with intertidal or shallow subtidal sand flats plus  rocky shore platform 
23 with intertidal or shallow subtidal mudflats plus  rocky shore platform.  (Note:  Mudflats are 

typically fine sands with high mud (silt/clay) content,  darker in colour than sandy shores) 
25 with intertidal or shallow subtidal flats - grainsize undetermined - plus  near shore rocks or reefs 

(can be up to 500m offshore). 
27 with intertidal or shallow subtidal sand flats plus  near shore rocks or reefs (can be up to 500m 

offshore). 
28 with intertidal or shallow subtidal mudflats plus  near shore rocks or reefs (can be up to 500m 

offshore).  (Note:  Mudflats are typically fine sands with high mud (silt/clay) content,  darker in 
colour than sandy shores) 

30 with intertidal or shallow subtidal flats - grainsize undetermined - plus  rocky shore platform 
and  near shore rocks or reefs (can be up to 500m offshore). 

32 with intertidal or shallow subtidal sand flats plus  rocky shore platform and   near shore rocks or 
reefs (can be up to 500m offshore). 

33 with intertidal or shallow subtidal mudflats plus  rocky shore platform and   near shore rocks or 
reefs (can be up to 500m offshore).  (Note:  Mudflats are typically fine sands with high mud 
(silt/clay) content,  darker in colour than sandy shores) 

98 pending mapping 
99 with no distinctively different lower intertidal shoreline element  (upper intertidal zone grades 

continuously down to subtidal zone without significant substrate change) 
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Backshore Landform Type  (Backshore) 
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Backshore 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  2 
Explanation: Landform types occurring immediately above high water mark and the limits of 
occasional storm wave activity. This does not refer to the hinterland,  but simply records the landform 
types present immediately inland of the intertidal zone itself.   
 
Most attributes are as used by Sharples (2000) in the original (V.1) shoreline mapping,  with the 
exception that attributes 15 – 18,  21 – 26 and 31 - 34  have been added (to sub-divide artificial 
backshores by indicating those fronting unconsolidated sediment plains,  to provide sub-types of  
rocky shores dominated by colluvium & weathered bedrock,  and to sub-divide dune-backed shores 
into several sub-categories, respectively).  As with, Upperint, the newer attributes sub-divide certain 
original broad categories into sub-types, but can be lumped back into the original broader types if 
necessary.  The original (v.1) categories are numbered in bold on the table below, while the newer 
sub-divisions are indicated by normal numbers. 
 
Attribute summary: 
 
Characters 
(00 - 99) 

Landforms immediately inland of Intertidal Zone   (Backshore) 

00 Unknown 
01 Cliffs (rising at least 5m above high water mark) – mainly bare bedrock 
02 Bedrock  ± soil  (not notably cliffed but may include small cliffs rising to <5m above high 

water mark;  no dunes)  undifferentiated – may include bedrock, colluvium, slumps and soil.  
NOTE "bedrock" may include unlithified non-marine sediments where Bedrock = 01 

21 Colluvium (including slumps & cliff collapses) with or without soil development 
(undifferentiated) 

22 Colluvium (including slumps & cliff collapses) with little or no soil development 
23 Colluvium (including slumps & cliff collapses) with significant soil development 
24 Colluvium (undifferentiated) associated with significant Cliffs 
25 Slopes of deeply weathered bedrock (bedrock ± soil, where bedrock is softened and erosion-

prone due to intense fracturing ± deep chemical weathering). 
26 Cliffs of deeply weathered bedrock (where bedrock is softened and erosion-prone due to intense 

fracturing ± deep chemical weathering).  
03 Dunes & aeolian sandsheets undifferentiated (one or more dune ridges, or aeolian sand sheet,  

back-dune area types undifferentiated) 
31 Dunes (one or rarely more dune ridges, backed and/or underlain by bedrock ± soil substrate in 

immediate back dune area, no significant unconsolidated sediment plain behind or underlying 
dunes) 

32 Dunes (one or more dune ridges, with unconsolidated sediment plain in immediate back dune 
area and/or underlying any back dunes)  [sediment plains <50m to >>100m wide] 

33 Dunes (one or more dune ridges, with lagoon(s) and unconsolidated sediment plain in back-
dune area)   [sediment plains <50m to >>100m wide] 

34 Aeolian sandsheets (generally thin, with or without some dune forms) mantling bedrock in the 
backshore. 

04 Sediment flats, unconsolidated or unlithified (may be sandy plain,  but no notable dunes in 
backshore zone)   [sediment flats may range from ~10m to >>100m wide] 

05 Marshy low-lying supratidal sediment flats;  mostly saltmarsh  ( =  sediment flats subject to 
inundation)    [sediment flats may range from ~10m to >>100m wide] 

06 CURRENTLY UNUSED CLASSIFICATION  
07 Lagoon  (usually where impounded by low sand spit  without dunes) 
10 Reclaimed land  (artificially filled) 
15 Artificial fill over unconsolidated sediment plain  [sed. plains <50m to >>100m wide] 
11 Permeable artificial structures,  e.g., rip rap 
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16 permeable artificial structures,  e.g., rip rap, fronting unconsolidated sediment plain  with or 
without dunes [sed. plains <50m to >>100m wide] 

12 Impermeable artificial structures,  e.g.,  concrete sea walls 
17 impermeable artificial structures,  e.g.,  concrete sea walls, fronting unconsolidated sediment 

plain  with or without dunes [sed. plains <50m to >>100m wide] 
13 Other artificial structures  (including excavations and roads) 
18 other artificial structures (including excavations and roads), fronting unconsolidated sediment 

plain with or without dunes [sed. plains <50m to >>100m wide] 
14 Artificial structures - type unknown 
99 Pending mapping 

 
 
 
Intertidal Zone Slope  (Slope) 
Used in shapefile/theme:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Slope 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  1 
Explanation:   The slope of the intertidal zone (only), estimated in degrees.  By convention, the slope 
is the angle of a line drawn from high water mark to low water mark irrespective of intervening 
irregularities.  Where the slope has been measured in the field with a clinometer, the actual 
measurement in degrees is provided in the separate field Slopedeg.   The slope categories used are 
based on formats previously used for the AMSA/OSRA Oil Spill Response Atlas, and this attribute 
was created to satisfy those formats.    Note that intertidal zone slopes on sandy beaches may vary 
seasonally or in response to storm wave action; thus the slope should be measured from high to low 
water mark only, and may be subject to some variation.  This attribute therefore provides only a very 
broadly generalised indicator of intertidal zone slope, and no greater accuracy than this should be 
assumed. 
 
Attribute summary: 
 
Character 
(0-9) 

Shoreline slope  (intertidal zone only)  (Slope) 

0 unknown 
1 steep >30° 
2 moderate 30° - 5° 
3 flat <5° 
4 steep >30°  (unconfirmed) 
5 moderate 30° - 5°  (unconfirmed) 
6 flat <5°  (unconfirmed) 
7 pending mapping 
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Shoreline Segment Exposure  (Exposure) 
Used in shapefile/theme:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Exposure 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  1 
Explanation:  Shoreline exposure is a rough qualitative measure of the degree to which a 
particular shoreline segment is exposed to whatever wave energy impinges on the broader coast of 
which it is a part, over time. 
 
Note that exposure to wave energy is not a quantitative measure of the amount of wave energy 
received by a shoreline, but simply an indicator of the degree of exposure to whatever wave energy 
impinges on the relevant stretch of coast.  Thus an "exposed" coastal segment in western Tasmania 
will probably receive considerably more wave energy over time than an equally "exposed" segment in 
eastern Tasmania.  The separate geomorphic system control attribute  Wavenzn  (see below) provides 
an indicator of the actual amounts of wave energy received over time along different regions of the 
Tasmanian coast.  Thus, it is roughly true to say that two equally exposed coastal segments in the same 
wave energy zone (Wavenzn) will receive about the same amount of wave energy over time, whereas 
two similarly exposed segments in different wave energy zones will receive different amounts of 
energy over time. 
 
Exposure to wave energy is here presented as a Shoreline Geomorphic Type Descriptor rather than as 
a Geomorphic System Control,  on the basis that the processes of coastal landform development, 
influenced by geomorphic system controls, have produced local variations in exposure as a function of 
the intricate shape of  shoreline bays and headlands as they have actually developed in response to 
system controls such as bedrock structure and wave climate (wave energy).   
 
Wave energies received by Tasmanian coastlines may derive from ocean swells or more localised and 
shorter-term storm and wind waves.  The most important source of both oceanic swells and storms 
affecting Tasmanian coasts are the strong and constant swells and storm waves which arrive on 
Tasmania's south and west coasts during all seasons from a south-westerly or westerly direction 
(Davies 1978), and which refract  eastwards through Bass Strait and northwards up the east coast (see 
Figure 2).  These waves and storms are generated by mid-latitude cyclonic systems in the "Roaring 
Forties" region of the Northern Ocean, south of Tasmania (Short 1996, p. 15, 17, 26),  and generate 
moderate to high swell waves which dominate the south and west coasts all year round.  The exposure 
attribute Exposure is currently classified in this dataset mainly based on the degree of exposure of 
shorelines to these direct or refracted south-westerly swells and storms, and were manually classified 
by visually estimating exposure to these swell and storm wave approach directions. 
 
Note however, that this exposure classification requires updating and improvement for the north-east, 
east and south-eastern coasts of Tasmania.  Whereas the south-westerly swells and storm waves are at 
all times the dominating wave energies received by the west, northwest, southwest and Northern 
coasts of Tasmania, and refraction of these waves impinges on the south-eastern, eastern, northern and 
northeastern coasts as shown in Figure 2 below, the latter coasts are also strongly affected by 
infrequent but intense easterly and south-easterly storms generated by low pressure systems  (East 
Coast Cyclones) moving south-eastwards through the Tasman Sea, to the east of Tasmania (Short 
1996, p.15, 26).  South-easterly, and to a lesser extent easterly storm and swell wave approach 
directions produced by these east coast low pressure systems have a major influence on Tasmania's 
eastern, south-eastern and northeastern coasts, hence it is important that the current shoreline exposure 
attribute (Exposure) for these coasts should as soon as possible be reviewed and reclassified to account 
for exposure to easterly and south-easterly storm waves and swells, as well as to refracted south-
westerly swells. 
 
An additional caveat on this exposure classification results from the fact that shores relatively 
sheltered from the most important storm wave directions may still be exposed to other less frequent, 
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but still important, storm wave approach directions.  This should also be reflected in future updates of 
this attribute. 
 

 
 
Figure 2:  Map of Tasmania indicating diagrammatic oceanic swell wave crests and approach directions 
assumed in mapping shoreline exposure (based on refraction of the dominating south-westerly swell around 
Tasmania).  Swells only refract over the continental shelf where they begin to "feel bottom" at about 120m water 
depth,  and not in deep ocean waters.  Note that this map, and the exposure attribute Exposure based on it, 
remain in need of future upgrading in the eastern, north-eastern and south-eastern coastal regions of Tasmania,  
to take into account exposure to the south-easterly and easterly swells and storm wave approach directions which 
are significant in those regions. 

 
 
Attribute summary: 
Character  (0-9) Shoreline segment exposure  (Exposure) 

 
1 exposed    (aspect of shoreline segment faces towards within 45º of  important 

swell and storm wave approach directions) 
2 semi-exposed  (aspect of shoreline segment faces between 45º - 135º from important 

swell and storm wave approach directions) 
3 sheltered (aspect of shoreline segment faces >135º from, or is sheltered from, 

important swell and storm wave approach directions) 
4 pending mapping 
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Sediment Budget  (Sedbudg) 
Used in shapefile/theme:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Sedbudg 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  2 
Explanation:   Sediment budget for sandy shorelines.  This characteristic applies only to sandy 
shorelines, and applies as at the date of data currency, but is intended to identify the long-term sand 
budget.  The Sedbudg attribute is intended to identify whether sand is being permanently lost from a 
sandy shoreline segment (recession), is being progressively added to the shoreline segment's sand 
budget (progradation), or is in long-term equilibrium (in which case any sand lost from the system is 
being balanced by sand added to the system). 
 
Short term "cut & fill" beach cycles in which sand is lost from the upper beach during storm erosion, 
dumped in the near-shore sub-tidal zone, then later returned to the beach (onshore-offshore sand 
movements) are not intended to be considered.  Similarly, "beach rotation" whereby sand may 
episodically be moved laterally along a beach for a period, then moved back for a period, is also not 
intended to be considered.  However, without long-term monitoring or some other clear evidence of a 
long term trend1, beach sediment budgets may be difficult to determine with certainty.  For example, 
the presence of incipient foredunes is not necessarily evidence of progradation, as these commonly 
form on equilibrium or receding beaches during intervals between major storms.  Similarly erosion 
scarps may not necessarily be evidence of recession, but can be simply a brief phase of erosion super-
imposed on a longer term progradation trend. 
 
As a result, some sediment budget attributes recorded in this dataset may prove to be incorrect.  
However, in the absence of long-term studies providing more confident sediment budget assessments 
for Tasmanian beaches, the sediment budget attributes recorded in this dataset are useful as an 
indication of beaches considered likely to be receding, in equilibrium or prograding on current 
knowledge. 
 
The sediment budget attributes provided in version 4 (tascoastgeo_v4gda) have partly been based on 
information provided by Frances Mowling (University of Tasmania) and Mike Pemberton (formerly 
Senior Earth Scientist, Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries & Water), based on their field 
observations of many Tasmanian beaches over the last decade or so, with the exception of south-west 
Tasmanian beaches where the attributes were obtained from Cullen (1998). 
 
Attribute summary: 
Character 
(00-99) 

Sediment budget (sandy shores)  (Sedbudg) 

00 Not a sandy shoreline, or segment not classified 
01 Receding sandy shore (net sand loss from shoreline system) 
02 Stable sandy shore (any sand lost from shoreline system is balanced by sand gained) 
03 Prograding sandy shore (net sand gained by shoreline system) 
99 Sandy shore, sediment budget undetermined. 

 
 

                                                 
1 For example,  studies of historical records including air photos,  or stratigraphic evidence of progradation or 
recession. 
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Georegion ("Geomorphic System Control") Classifiers 
In contrast to the Shoreline Geomorphic Type Descriptors (above), which give a simple form and 
fabric – based description of the coastal landforms developed in each coastal segment, the following 
Geomorphic System Control Classifiers identify some (but not all) of the broader characteristics 
("system controls") of each coastal region that have influenced or determined the type of coastal 
landforms that have actually developed in each region.  A key distinction between the two groups of 
attributes is that, whereas the shoreline geomorphic type descriptors describe the types of coastal 
landforms that have developed in response to coastal processes,  the geomorphic system controls are 
independent variables which were not produced by coastal processes, but which exert an influence 
upon coastal geomorphic processes and the development of coastal landforms. 
 
This distinction between "system controls" which influence landform development, and geomorphic 
type descriptors which describe the landforms that have actually developed, underpins the concept of 
"Georegionalisation".   Georegionalisation (Houshold et al.  1997) provides a means of characterising 
(and predicting) the distribution of shoreline landform types at a broader level than that provided by 
the shoreline geomorphic type descriptors.  Coastal georegions are defined by identifying the 
parameters (system controls) influencing the development of coastal landforms, and mapping the 
spatial variation in each of these.  Each georegion then consists of one or more cells (or segments of 
coastline) having a unique combination of influences (system controls) influencing and determining 
coastal landform development.  It can then be predicted that each unique georegion, because of its 
unique set of controlling parameters, will have certain characteristic associations of coastal landforms 
(although there will of course be many coastal landform types common to many georegions). 
 
In effect,  the coastal georegions map out the influences controlling shoreline landform development,  
whilst the shoreline geomorphic type descriptors map the actual landforms which have developed in 
response to those georegion controls.  One consequence of this is that,  whereas the shoreline 
geomorphic type descriptors used in this dataset classify landforms within the intertidal and immediate 
backshore zone specifically,  the georegions refer to a broader coastal zone (including some near-
coastal hinterland elements and offshore wave climate characteristics) which has exerted an influence 
on the development of the intertidal zone itself. 
 
The geomorphic system controls classified in this data set are listed below: 
 

• Time 
• Bedrock  Geology 
• Coastal Profile   (topography) 
• Wave Energy (climatic controls) 
• Geomorphic Process 

 
However, it is recognised that these system controls are not sufficient to fully characterise coastal 
georegions, and it is envisaged that more work will be undertaken in future to further develop this 
georegional approach to coastal landform classification.  In particular, it is envisaged that it will be 
necessary to develop a "Geomorphic History" system control attribute to supplement the above system 
controls.  A geomorphic history  system control would allow a georegional model of coastal 
development to take into account such things as sand supply sources (e.g., past glacio-fluvial sand 
outwash to the coast) which are not modelled by the currently attributed system controls, yet play a 
major role in coastal development by determining the availability of sand to build beaches and dune 
systems. 
 
However, notwithstanding that the system controls classified to date in this data set do not fully 
describe coastal georegions, most of them are nevertheless of immediate value for a range of coastal 
research and management purposes independent of georegional modelling. 
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Each geomorphic system control is a separate field in the data model.  The system control fields are 
discussed below,  with a listing of the categories (attributes) which each parameter has been divided 
into for the purposes of this dataset. 
 
Relevant Time Period  (Time) 
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Time 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  2 
Explanation: Landform development has varied over geological time,  and it is possible to analyse 
landforms in terms of their development at different stages in geological history.  For the purposes of 
this project the coast is being analysed in terms of its present day status and ongoing development.  
The field Time is included in this analysis purely in order to make the data compatible with possible 
future work which may extend the landform development analysis to other time periods.   
 
This field (attribute) would become useful if, for example, Last Interglacial coastal landforms were 
being mapped and differentiated in the dataset;  a different value of Time could be used to identify 
these landforms and allow them to be plotted or analysed separately from the present day coastal 
landforms. 
 
Attribute summary: 
Characters 
(00-99) 

Time period  (Time) 

00 present day 

 
Shoreline Bedrock Type  (Bedrock) 
Used in shapefile/theme:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Bedrock 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  2 
Explanation: Bedrock geological type occurring at the shoreline.  Where the shoreline comprises 
unconsolidated Quaternary sediments that have accumulated in response to coastal or estuarine 
processes,  the bedrock type is that type known or inferred to underlie the shoreline.  Bedrock types 
are based on a lithostructural classification developed by Dixon & Duhig (1996) and Houshold et 
al.(1997),  which broadly groups Tasmanian bedrock types according to their differing erosion and 
weathering characteristics (based on their lithologies and structural styles),  and thus their effects on 
landform development.  The attribute categories used for this field are as used by Sharples (2000),  
with the exception that two further categories (41 & 45) have been added;  these sub-divide category 
04 (undifferentiated) into two sub-categories where these have been mapped (currently,  these sub-
categories have only been applied in south-eastern Tasmania). 
 
Bedrock geology, particularly lithology and structure, strongly influence coastal landform 
development in a variety of ways.  Such controls include the influence of geological structures and 
lithological variations on coastal erosion rates,  and hence on coastal plan form and profile 
development,  and the influence of bedrock lithology on the amounts and type of coastal sediment  
derived from local  bedrock erosion. 
 
Previous work (Dixon & Duhig 1996, Houshold et al. 1997)  identified 11  broad lithostructural  
(rather than primarily stratigraphic) categories into which Tasmanian bedrock associations can be 
grouped so as to reflect major differences in their structural and lithological characteristics,  and thus 
in their response to erosion.  Essentially,  it can be expected that the differing lithostructural 
characteristics of the rocks grouped in each category will give rise to somewhat  differing types of 
landforms.  The same 11 categories are used in this project. 
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It is important to note that,  although the lithostructural "bedrock geology" categories listed below can 
include some relatively unlithified or unconsolidated sedimentary sequences (e.g., parts of "01 - 
Terrestrial sediments"), they do not include presently accumulating or geologically-recent sediments 
of coastal or estuarine origin,  but rather sediments which were deposited in previous (non-coastal) 
environments at a location which later became coastal.  The purpose of the Bedrock Geology system 
control classifier is to identify the bedrock materials upon which the coast has formed - that is, the 
bedrock system controls on coastal development - but not the sedimentary products of coastal 
development in response to those system controls. 
 
Essentially, if a bedrock material (lithified or unlithified) predates and/or has actually or potentially 
controlled coastline development,  then it is a georegion system control;  however if it has been 
produced by coastal processes,  then it is not a independent system control  and is not used to classify 
georegions. 
 
Attribute summary: 
Characters 
(00-99) 

Bedrock type   (Bedrock) 

00 unknown 
01 terrestrial sediments, variably lithified (mostly unlithified or only semi-lithified) and mostly 

undeformed. 
(Gravels, sands, clays, boulder beds, tuffs;  mostly Tertiary age, but including some un-lithified 
or semi-lithified Quaternary sediments that are not themselves the product of  Holocene coastal 
processes.  Thus, may include terrestrial fluvial, glacial or colluvial sediments deposited over 
hard bedrock during Pleistocene glacial phases when sea level was much lower,  and now 
forming the substrate into which the present shoreline has eroded) 

02 undeformed, largely unfaulted basalt (mostly Tertiary age,  some Jurassic and Triassic) 
03 dolerite (mostly  Jurassic age) or Cretaceous syenite masses – large bodies 
04 flat-lying dominantly arenite/lutite sequences undifferentiated  (mostly Permo-Triassic  

Parmeener Supergroup) ± sub-ordinate small dolerite or syenite intrusions 
41      Permo-Carboniferous dominantly glacio-marine  tillite, sandstone, siltstone and shale sequences 

(Lower Parmeener Supergroup) 
45      Late Permian and Triassic dominantly terrestrial sandstone- mudstone sequences (Upper 

Parmeener  Supergroup) 
05 folded dominantly arenite/lutite sequences (mostly Mathinna and Eldon Groups) 
06 folded, structurally dismembered sedimentary and volcano-sedimentary sequences (mostly Late 

Precambrian - Cambrian sequences) 
07 mafic/ultramafic complexes  (mostly Cambrian) 
08 folded, dominantly lutite sequences  (mostly the lower-middle Rocky Cape Group and 

correlates) 
09 folded,  quartzite/schist  associations and quartzose clastic sequences (includes Precambrian 

quartzites,  quartzite/schist associations,  Owen Group conglomerates, upper Rocky Cape 
Group, etc) 

10 carbonate rocks (limestones or dolomites of all ages) 
11 granitoids  (all ages) 

 
For these reasons,  the bedrock type mapped in each coastal segment is the bedrock or substrate 
underlying any superficial Quaternary coastal sediments, including extensive areas of coastal sands 
and dunes.  In some areas there is very little coastal or near-coastal bedrock outcrop and the bedrock 
geology is unknown, but in most such parts of the Tasmanian coast it has proved possible to infer the 
bedrock geology from interpretation of the regional geology. Where a coastal stretch is comprised of a 
sea cliff which exhibits several different rock types in vertical succession, the coastal bedrock type is 
classified as the lowest rock type, upon which most wave energy impinges.  For example, near Deep 
Glen Bay (SE Tas) Permian sedimentary rocks overlie Devonian granite which outcrops to only a few 
metres above sea level.  The coastal bedrock type is classified as granitoid, since nearly all wave 
energy impinges on the granites,  rather than directly on the overlying sedimentary rocks. 
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Hinterland Topography Class  (Profile) 
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Profile 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  1 
Explanation: A qualitative indication of the broad topographic type of the immediate coastal 
hinterland zone (extending inland beyond the immediate backshore zone).  This field is categorised 
into broad topographic types likely to have had differing influences on the development and nature of 
the intertidal zone. 
 
Existing topography is an important control on geomorphic processes since it determines the degree to 
which gravitational, wave, wind and other energies can perform work at a given location.  A number 
of topographic variables are relevant to coastal landform development, including submarine 
topography, shoreline plan form, and coastal profiles.  For the purposes of a broad-based geomorphic 
system control analysis it is neither possible nor necessary to take into account all possible topographic 
variables.  In the present analysis, submarine topography is not directly integrated, the large scale 
effects of shoreline plan form on coastal processes are implicit in the Bedrock system control, and in 
the Geomorphic History system control (which has yet to be incorporated into this dataset).  Many 
smaller scale effects are implicit in the Bedrock geology system control (e.g., in determining the 
relative positions of headlands on resistant rocks or embayments in less resistant rocks). 
 
For the purposes of this coastal geomorphic system control approach, the topographic parameter 
considered most important to deal with as an independent variable controlling coastal development is 
that of coastal Profile,  that is,  the generalised gradient or slope of the immediate hinterland backing 
the intertidal shoreline. 
 
Attribute summary: 
 
Character 
(0-9) 

Coastal profile  (coastal hinterland slope / topography class)  (Profile) 

1 plains  0° - 6° 
2 gentle to moderate slope terrain 6° - 20° 
3 steep slope terrain >20° 
4 high cliffed coast  (Bedrock cliffs, sometimes mountainous, rising well above maximum zone 

of direct wave impact (typically >50m high cliffs), regardless of profile 
angle inland of cliff tops.  This profile category is indicative of resistant 
coastal rock types that tend to form steep shoreline profiles particularly 
where exposed to high wave energies) 

 
The coastal profile is important in coastal landform processes since it partly determines the degree to 
which gravitational energy interacts with marine processes such as wave energy to either erode 
bedrock or deposit sediments to landwards,  and the degree to which aeolian processes can erode,  
transport and deposit sand inland. 
 
Coastal Profile (Profile) refers to the generalised slope of the coastal hinterland,  not that of the 
intertidal zone,  since whereas the intertidal zone slope (Slope) is a product of coastal landform 
development,  the hinterland slope (Profile) is more generally a pre-existing or independent control on 
coastal processes.  Partly because of the differing implications of intertidal (shoreline) and hinterland 
(system control) profile slopes,  the categories of each are defined differently. 
 
The categories (attribute values) of coastal profile used here are those used by Sharples (2000),  which 
are closely similar to the georegion topographic categories originally defined by Dixon & Duhig 
(1996). 
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Wave Energy Zone  (Wavenzn) 
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Wavenzn  
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  2 
Explanation: Climatic conditions are one of the most important major independent "system 
controls" influencing the nature and development of any geomorphic (landform) system  (Houshold et 
al.  1997).  Climatic variables which may affect coastal geomorphic systems include wave climate 
(wave energy, exposure to wave energy, frequency, intensity and direction of storms), prevailing and 
storm winds, temperature, effective precipitation, and others.  However, most of these have not proven 
practical to use as system controls in this dataset2. 
 
The climatic system control which has been considered most important, and has been used in this 
dataset, is the wave climate parameter wave energy (Wavenzn).  Wave energy impinging on coasts is 
by far the most important energy source driving the development and evolution of coastal landforms. 
 
The Wave Energy attribute Wavenzn as used in this dataset is an indicator of the average wave energy 
received over time by a stretch of coast.  Note that wave energy zones (Wavenzn) are clearly 
distinguishable from "exposure" zones (Exposure), in that the latter simply indicate the degree to 
which a certain shore is exposed to whatever wave energy is available, whereas Wavenzn provides a 
indication of how much wave energy actually is available on (or received by) a given stretch of 
Tasmanian coast over time.  Thus, for example, a "highly exposed" coast in a high wave energy zone 
will receive considerably more wave energy over time than a "highly exposed" coast in a low wave 
energy zone. 
 
Comprehensive measured quantitative data on this parameter is unavailable for Tasmanian coasts,  
however Davies (1978) used geomorphic criteria including beach sand sorting, grainsize, and other 
characteristics to derive a qualitative indication of the relative amounts of wave energy received by 
different parts of the Tasmanian coast.  Davies' scheme has been used to divide the Tasmanian coast 
into 8 broad wave energy zones (see Figure 3A),  which have been used to create the wave energy 
attribute Wavenzn for this dataset. 
 
An additional ninth category is reserved for coastal lagoons and estuaries substantially sheltered from 
oceanic swell and storm waves in all coastal regions of Tasmania. These are coastal water bodies 
which do not receive significant wave energy directly from the ocean. Wave energies within these 
embayments depend mainly on wind waves generated across their fetch, and the energy of these may 
vary considerably between these embayments, depending on local conditions. 
 
However, whilst little measured data on wave energy is available for the Tasmanian coast, Harris et al. 
(2000) have produced a digital model of annual average (mean) wave heights around the Tasmanian 
coast (see Figure 3B). Wave energy varies as the square of wave height (Pond & Pickard 1983), hence 
average annual wave height can be used as an indicator of average annual wave energy. The annual 
average wave height model for the Tasmanian coast (Harris et al. 2000) shows a reasonable 
                                                 
2  Effective precipitation influences river discharge and hence supply of sediment to coasts, and also influences 
establishment or dieback of dune vegetation which can strongly influence coastal dune mobility or fixing.  
However, this variable has not at this stage been integrated into the system controls used in this dataset, partly 
due to difficulties in deciding whether it is precipitation at the coast or in the coastal river catchment areas which 
should be used, and partly because this variable is likely to be less influential than the wave climate parameters 
which have been used (below).  Similarly, temperature has not been used as it is likely to be less significant as an 
independent variable.  Wind strengths and directions are very significant in the development of sandy coast 
landforms, especially dunes, however this variable has not been used here as an independent system control 
variable.  This is partly because it is likely to be less significant for the non-sandy coasts that make up much of 
Tasmania's coast, and also because it is likely to correlate significantly with the wave climate system controls 
that have been used (given that waves affecting the coast are also largely a wind-driven phenomenon).  
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correlation with the wave energy zones derived from Davies (1978) - compare Figure 3A & B – and in 
addition provides a continuously-variable and semi-quantitative indicator of average wave energies 
received by coastal regions. 
 
It is envisaged that in future the average annual wave height model provided by Harris et al. (2000) 
could be used to create a more quantitative and regionally-variable attribute indicating average wave 
energy variations around the Tasmanian coast than is currently provided by the Wavenzn attribute used 
in the present dataset. 
 
Attribute summary: 
 
Character 
(00-99) 

Wave Energy Zone (from Davies 1978)  (Wavenzn) 

0 Not classified 
1 Highest energy coast (West Coast South) 
2 High energy non-embayed coast (West Coast North) 
3 High energy embayed coast  (South Coast) 
4 High-moderate energy coast  (East Coast South) 
5 Moderate energy coast  (East Coast North) 
6 Low- moderate energy coast  (Bass Strait East) 
7 Low energy coast  (Bass Strait West)  
8 Lowest energy coast (D'Entrecasteaux Channel)  
9 Sheltered coastal lagoons and estuaries on all coasts  

(special category for coasts not exposed to oceanic swells and storm waves) 
 

A    B  
 
Figure 3:  Wave Energy Zones around the Tasmanian coast: 

A: Adapted from Figure 7.1 of Davies 1978, showing Wavenzn (and sediment compartment zones) numbering 
presently used in tascoastgeo_v4gda data set as per attribute table above ; 

B: A model of average annual wave heights around the Tasmanian coast (adapted from Figure 7A of Harris et al. 
2000). Wave energy is proportional to the square of wave height (Pond & Pickard 1983), hence this model can 
be used as an indicator of average annual wave energies received around the Tasmanian coast. This model shows 
a reasonable correlation with the wave energy zones derived from Davies (1978) (A), and could in future be used 
to produce a more semi-quantitative and regionally - variable wave energy attribute than the broadly-zoned 
Wavenzn attribute currently used in this dataset (A above).  
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Geomorphic Process  (Process) 
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Process 
Field type:  string (character) 
Field width:  1 
Explanation: Landforms develop in response to a variety of different geomorphic processes, of 
which only the "marine/coastal" process group is relevant to this data set. The field Process is included 
in this analysis purely in order to make the data compatible with possible future work which may 
extend the landform analysis to other geomorphic process systems. 
 
Attribute summary: 
 
Character 
(0-9) 

Geomorphic process  (Process) 

0 fluvial 
1 aeolian (terrestrial, non-coastal) 
2 marine/coastal  (includes coastal aeolian processes) 
3 glacial 
4 periglacial 
5 karst 

 
 
Field Geomorphic Measurement Records 
A limited number of fields have been provided to allow for recording of actual quantitative field 
measurements. 
 
Total Cliff Height  (Cliffht) 
Used in shapefile/theme:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Cliffht 
Field type:  Number 
Field width:  4 
Explanation: The total cliff height from sea level, including both upper intertidal and backshore 
cliffs. Where cliff height varies along a shoreline segment, a modal value is estimated. 
Attribute summary:  
 Modal cliff height in metres. 
 0 = not measured or not applicable to shoreline segment in question. 
 
Intertidal Zone Slope  (Slopedeg) 
Used in shapefile/theme:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Slopedeg 
Field type:  Number 
Field width:  2 
Explanation: Modal Slope in actual degrees measured. As defined for Slope,  the slope is a line 
from the high water mark to the low water mark;  where this varies within a shoreline segment,  a 
modal value is estimated. 
Attribute summary:  
 Modal intertidal slope in degrees. 
 0 = not measured for shoreline segment in question. 
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A1.3.2 Quaternary Coastal Sediment Polygon Map Descriptors  
 
These geomorphic descriptors are used in the Tasmanian Quaternary Coastal Sediment polygons map 
(tascoastsed_v4gda). 
 
Geological Age of Sediment Bodies and Soft Sediment Landforms  
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastsed_v4gda.shp   
Field names:  Age 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  3 
Explanation:  Geological age of sediment bodies and landforms, expressed as chrono-stratigraphic 
time period names, not as ages in years (i.e., "Holocene", not "000 years BP" for example) 
 
All sediments mapped in this dataset are attributed as "Quaternary undifferentiated" unless evidence is 
available to allow a more specific age to be attributed. 
 
Attribute summary:  

Character 
(000 - 999) 

Geological age    (Age) 

000 Unclassified 
010 Quaternary undifferentiated 
020 Pleistocene  
030 Holocene 
 NOTE  that sub-divisions of  "Pleistocene" and 'Holocene" can be added to this attribute 

table as needed, by using the third digit to create sub-divisions within the existing 
categories 

 
 
 
Sediment & Landform Types  
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastsed_v4gda.shp 
Field name:  Bedform  
Field type:  string 
Field width:  3  
Explanation:  Classification of Quaternary sediment and landform types used to attribute polygon 
map of sediment areas.  Includes beaches, inland sand sheets, dune fields, onshore quaternary marine 
deposits,  intertidal and subtidal mud and sand flats,  intertidal estuarine or deltaic deposits,  and 
estuarine fluvial floodplain deposits.  Generally refers to thick or low-lying unlithified Quaternary 
sediment accumulations (which are most susceptible to changes induced by human activities). At 
present, coastal sediment polygons have only been mapped for western and north-western Tasmania 
(based on 1:100,000 mapping prepared by Sharples 1998),  for south-eastern Tasmania (using 
1:25,000 mapping prepared by Sharples 2001), and for southern, eastern and northeastern Tasmania 
(based on mapping by Frances Mowling and Chris Sharples during 2005 - 2006).  Other parts of the 
Tasmanian coast remain to be mapped for this dataset. 
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Attribute summary:  
Character 
(000 - 999) 

Coastal sediment and landform types – polygons     (Bedform) 
 

000 Sediment or bedform type unknown or unclassified 
  
100 Beaches undifferentiated (may include mix of sand, shell or cobbles) 
110 Beaches - sand 
120 Beaches – sand and shell 
130 Beaches – sand and cobble  (typically sand beach with cobble berm) 
140 Beaches – cobbles and/or boulders 
  
200 Onshore (aeolian) sands undifferentiated (aeolian sand sheets ± dunes, some are  thin  

sheets over bedrock) 
210 Aeolian sand sheets (no dune forms, some are thin sheets over bedrock) 
220 Aeolian sand sheets with distinct dune forms  (some are thin sheets over bedrock) 
  
300 Dunes undifferentiated 
310 Foredune ± incipient dune 
315 Undifferentiated foredunes, other parallel dunes or hind dunes & beach ridges to lee of 

current foredune. 
320 Parallel dunes or beach ridges to lee of current foredune 
330 Hummock dune system  
340 Transgressive and parabolic dune systems  
  
400 Backshore / supratidal sediment body (plain or basin) undifferentiated  (includes 

estuarine backshore environments and backshore sediment bodies not placed in any 
other category) 

410 Backshore / supratidal sandy/pebbly sediment body 
411 Backshore / supratidal cobble sediment body 
420 Backshore / supratidal sandy sediment body 
430 Backshore / supratidal sandy/silt sediment body 
440 Backshore / supratidal silt/mud sediment body 
450 Drained and artificially filled sediment plain or basin 
451 Cut & formed roads, into dune or backshore sediments, or on reclaimed land. 
  
500 Not currently used 
  
600 Fluvial deposits (mainly supratidal:  floodplain, channel & fluvial delta sediments) 
  
700 Onshore Quaternary marine sediment deposits (e.g., Last Interglacial marine sediments) 
  
800 Intertidal-subtidal  sediment bodies undifferentiated    (includes estuarine and 

sheltered embayment deposits) 
810 Intertidal-subtidal  sandy sediment body 
820 Intertidal-subtidal  sandy/silt sediment body 
830 Intertidal-subtidal  silt/mud sediment body  (may include a sand fraction) 
  
900 Colluvial deposits undifferentiated  (includes coastal cliff collapse and slumping 

deposits, unlithified older (e.g., Last Glacial) landslide deposits, currently active coastal 
landslide deposits, vegetated coastal escarpment slope deposits, etc) 
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Larger Scale Coastal Landforms or Landform Assemblages  
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastsed_v4gda.shp   
Field names:  Landform 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  2 
Explanation:     Larger scale coastal landforms, generally including an assemblage of differing 
bedforms and landforms classified individually in the Bedform field (above). 
 
Attribute summary:  

Character 
(00 - 99) 

Coastal landform assemblage type  (Landform) 

00 unclassified 
11 Spit  (narrow accumulation of beach and dune deposits;  one end connected to land, the 

other end extending into a large body of water) 
12 Tombolo  (a bar or spit connecting an island to the mainland) 
13 Isthmus  (a narrow spit connecting two areas of land) 
14 River delta     (fluvial sediment transport & deposition)             
15 Estuary 
16 Tidal delta   (marine / tidal sediment transport & deposition, typically at the ends of a 

tidal channel) 
  
31 Headland by-pass dune system  (classified under "landform" attribute rather than 

"bedform" attribute, since headland by-pass dune systems may include a range of 
specific dune types classified under "bedform". 

  
50 Lagoons undifferentiated  
51 Lagoon – impounded (intermittently or permanently separated from the sea)   
52 Lagoon – tidal   (connected to sea by open tidal channel)    
53 Area subject to inundation (above MHWM and/or backshore, generally refers to marshy 

wetlands)  
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Dune Mobility Status  
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastsed_v4gda.shp   
Field names:  Mobility 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  2 
Explanation:  Dune mobility status of dunes mapped for a specified Year, as determined by 
fieldwork and/or examination of aerial photography of the relevant year.   
 
Mobility quantified as a measure of proportion of vegetation cover on dune surface (i.e., proportion of 
fixed dune surface).  See detailed discussion of the dune mobility attributes in Section (4.3). 
 
Attribute summary:  

Character 
(00 - 99) 

Dune mobility status at specified Year   (Mobility) 

00 Unclassified 
01 100%  vegetation cover               (fixed dune) 
02 70% - 100%  vegetation cover   (transitional) 
03 50% - 70%   vegetation cover     (transitional) 
04 30% - 50%   vegetation cover     (transitional) 
05 10% - 30%   vegetation cover     (actively mobile dune) 
06 <10% vegetation cover               (actively mobile dune) 

 
 
 
Current Dune Mobility Status  
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastsed_v4gda.shp   
Field names:  Currmob 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  2 
Explanation:  "Current" dune mobility status where the "current" epoch represented by the mapped 
dune is unspecified (Year = "unsp"),  as determined by fieldwork and/or examination of "current" 
aerial photography.  Field introduced and attributed by Frances Mowling, not yet applied to all 
mapped dunes.  
 
Current mobility quantified as a measure of proportion of vegetation cover on dune surface (i.e., 
proportion of fixed dune surface).  See detailed discussion of the dune mobility attributes in Section 
(4.3). 
 
Attribute summary:  

Character 
(00 - 99) 

Current dune mobility status    (Currmob) 

00 Unclassified 
10 100%  vegetation cover               (fixed dune) 
11 70% - 100%  vegetation cover    (transitional) 
12 50% - 70%   vegetation cover     (transitional) 
20 30% - 50%   vegetation cover     (transitional) 
21 10% - 30%   vegetation cover     (actively mobile dune) 
22 <10% vegetation cover               (actively mobile dune) 
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Historic Dune Mobility Status 
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastsed_v4gda.shp   
Field names:  Histmob 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  2 
Explanation:  Historic dune mobility status where the "current" epoch represented by the mapped 
dune is unspecified (Year = "unsp"), as determined by examination of aerial photography from 1940's 
or early 1950's.  Field introduced and attributed by Frances Mowling, not yet applied to all mapped 
dunes. 
 
Historic mobility quantified as a measure of proportion of vegetation cover on dune surface (i.e., 
proportion of fixed dune surface) evident from historic air photo's.  See detailed discussion of the dune 
mobility attributes in Section (4.3). 
 
Attribute summary:  

Character 
(00 - 99) 

Historic dune mobility status    (Histmob) 

00 Unclassified 
30 100%  vegetation cover               (fixed dune)                
31 70% - 100%  vegetation cover    (transitional)  
32 50% - 70%   vegetation cover      (transitional)  
33 30% - 50%   vegetation cover     (transitional) 
34 10% - 30%   vegetation cover     (actively mobile dune) 
35 <10% vegetation cover               (actively mobile dune) 

 
 
Rate of Sediment Supply to Estuaries 
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastsed_v4gda.shp   
Field names:  Sedrate 
Field type:  string  
Field width:  2 
Explanation:  Rate of sediment supply to estuary from  river catchment.  Broad semi-quantitative 
estimate derived from air photo interpretation and field observations.  Field introduced and attributed 
by Frances Mowling, not yet applied to all mapped estuaries.  
 
Attribute summary:  

Character 
(00 - 99) 

Rate of sediment supply to estuaries    (Sedrate) 

00 Unclassified 
10 Small rate of sediment supply 
20 Moderate rate of sediment supply 
30 Large rate of sediment supply 
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Mapping Data Sources  
Used in shapefile/theme: tascoastsed_v4gda.shp   
Field names:  Source 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  2 
Explanation:   General source of information used to map polygons in sediment type map 
(tascoastsed_v4.shp).  Where particular geological map sheets, aerial photos or other specific reports 
have been used,  a bibliographic reference should be cited in the References field. This has not been 
consistently done in the past, but should be done in future, and the relevant information progressively 
attributed to older polygons based on particular geological maps or other sources. 
 
Attribute summary:  

Character 
(00 - 99) 

General data sources    (Source) 

00 Unknown 
01 Fieldwork plus airphoto and geological map interpretation, by C. Sharples  
02 Fieldwork only,  by C. Sharples   
03 Airphoto and geological map interpretation only,  by C. Sharples  
04 Davies (1959)   
05 100K maps in Sharples (1998), digitised in 1999 for WNW Councils 
06 250K Digital Geological Map of Tasmania 
07 Fieldwork plus airphoto &/or geological map interpretation by Frances Mowling 
08 Fieldwork only by Frances Mowling 
09 Airphoto &/or geological map interpretation only by Frances Mowling 
10 LIST  25K maps coastal flats and tidal zone polygons 
11 Cullen (1998)  

 

A1.3.3 Coastal Geoheritage Map Descriptors 
 
Type of geoconservation value  
Used in shapefile/theme: geoconareas_gda.shp  & geoconpts_gda.shp 
Field name: sigbasis 
Field type: string (character) 
Field width: 4 
Explanation:  Classifies the type of thing the feature is valued for as geoheritage.  That is, 
this is not a descriptive field, but rather identifies the main aspect of the feature for which it is 
considered to have geoconservation value.  The categories used are as per the Tasmanian 
Geoconservation Database. 
 

Code  Type of geoconservation value  
(sigbasis) 

geol Geological (bedrock) values  
geom Geomorphic (landform) values  
soil Soil values  
geo Geological and geomorphic values 
all Geological, geomorphic and soil values 

 
Significance category 
Used in shapefile/theme:  geoconareas_gda.shp  & geoconpts_gda.shp 
Field name: signif 
Field type: string (character) 
Field width: 3 
Explanation:  Geoconservation significance category, as per the convention used in the 
Tasmanian Geoconservation Database. 
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Code  Significance category  

(signif) 
U Unknown 
L Low 
R Representative 
O Outstanding 
R/O Both Representative and Outstanding 

 
Significance level 
Used in shapefile/theme:  geoconareas_gda.shp  & geoconpts_gda.shp 
Field name: siglevel 
Field type: string (character) 
Field width: 10 
Explanation:  Level of geoconservation significance,  as per the convention used in the 
Tasmanian Geoconservation Database. 
 

Code Significance level  
(siglevel) 

unknown Unknown 
local Local 
regional Regional 
Tasmania Tasmania 
Australia Australia 
world World 

 
 
Sensitivity category 
Used in shapefile/theme:  geoconareas_gda.shp  & geoconpts_gda.shp 
Field name: sigsens 
Field type: string (character) 
Field width: 2 
Explanation:  Sensitivity to artificial disturbance (irrespective of whether or not disturbance 
has actually occurred), using the same 10-point sensitivity scheme (Kiernan 1997) as used in the 
Tasmanian Geoconservation Database.  Note that this 10-point sensitivity classification was a 
precursor to the 4 – point sensitivity scheme developed during the present NRM project, for use in the 
separate Sensitivity attribute (Section A1.3.4) encoded in the Tasmanian Shoreline Geomorphic Types 
map (tascoastgeo_v4gda), and should not be confused with the latter. 
 

Code  
(0-10) 

Sensitivity category  
(sigsens) 

0 Unassigned 
01 Features or values sensitive to inadvertent damage caused simply by diffuse, free ranging 

human pedestrian passage,  even with care. 
Example:  fragile surfaces that may be crushed underfoot,  such as calcified plant remains. 

02 Features or values sensitive to effects of more focussed human pedestrian access even 
without deliberate disturbance. 
Examples:  risk of entrenchment & erosion by pedestrian tracks;  coastal dune disturbance;  
drainage changes associated with tracks leading to erosion by runoff;  risk of damage as a 
result of changes caused by changes to fire regimes. 
 
Typically soft (sandy, muddy) coasts with some relief (eg, dunes)  exposing sediments to 
wind or water erosion triggered by pedestrian trampling, or similar. 
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03 Features or values sensitive to damage by scientific or hobby collecting or sampling,  or by 
deliberate vandalism or theft. 
Examples:  some fossil and mineral sites;  accessible speleothems in sea caves or coastal 
karst. 

04 Features or values sensitive to damage by remote processes. 
Examples:  degradation resulting from hydrological or water quality changes associated with 
the clearing or disturbance of catchments; fracture/vibration damage due to blasting in 
adjacent areas (e.g., to stalactites in caves). 
 
Includes shorelines sensitive to coastal siltation and turbidity resulting from catchment land 
clearance and soil erosion,  and soft sediment shores sensitive to changes in intertidal currents 
or sediment movements caused by structures elsewhere on the coast. 

05 Features or values sensitive to damage by higher intensity shallow linear impacts, depending 
upon their precise position. 
Examples:  features whose values would be degraded by vehicular tracks, minor road 
construction or excavation of ditches or trenches. 
 
Typically soft (sandy, muddy) coasts with low relief (broad flats, no dunes,  etc), or soft 
shores with bedrock/soil backshores,  thus less susceptible to wind and water erosion,  but 
may be impacted significantly by vehicles and roads. 

06 Features or values sensitive to higher intensity but shallow generalised disturbance on site 
(this might involve either the removal or addition of material). 
Examples:  features whose values would be degraded  by clearfalling of forests and 
replanting, but without stump removal;  land degradation such as soil erosion due to bad 
management practices; revegetation, stabilisation or covering of naturally exposed substrates 
by human-promoted site rehabilitation (resulting in covering of significant exposures or 
interference with natural sand movement patterns on beaches and dunes). 
 
Typical of rocky shores with bedrock plus soil backshore (susceptible to backshore soil 
erosion),  boulder beaches with bedrock & soil backshore, and natural colluvium or slump-
debris shorelines (susceptible to soil erosion and accelerated slumping). 

07 Features or values sensitive to deliberate linear or generalised shallow excavation. 
Examples:  values which may be degraded by minor building projects, simple road 
construction or shallow excavations. 
 
e.g., rocky shore with low/moderate height cliffs (generally 50m high or less) having soil 
above the cliffs. 

08 Features or values sensitive to major removal of geo-material,  or large scale excavation or 
construction. 
Examples: values which may be degraded by quarries or large construction sites. 
 
Typical of rocky shores without soil in immediate backshore (eg,  high energy rocky shores 
and high rocky cliffs). 

09 Features or values sensitive only to very large scale contour change. 
Examples: values which may be degraded by very large quarries or excavations. 

10 Special cases. 
Examples: existing wholly artificial shorelines (sensitivity might still be relevant from 
engineering perspective,  but is irrelevant from nature conservation perspective since 
negligible natural value remains). 

 
 
Degree of degradation of geo-conservation values 
Used in shapefile/theme:  geoconareas_gda.shp  & geoconpts_gda.shp 
Field name: degrad 
Field type: string (character) 
Field width: 12 
Explanation:  Degree of degradation (if any) of the particular values for which the feature is 
considered to be of geoconservation (geoheritage) value.  Note that it is possible for a feature to be 
degraded in some other respects, but to be classified as un-degraded or only minimally degraded under 
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this criterion if the particular geoheritage values themselves are un-degraded.  This criterion is closely 
related to the Geomorphic Condition Classification (Cond) used in the coastal landforms description 
field (tascoastgeo_v4gda),  but is here classified according to the convention used in the Tasmanian 
Geoconservation Database.  Whereas Cond refers to all geological, geomorphic and soil characteristics 
of a coastal segment, degrad refers only to those particular aspects considered to be of special 
geoconservation (or geoheritage) value. 
 

Code Degree of degradation of geoconservation values 
(degrad) 

unknown Unknown 
none None 
slight Slight 
significant Significant 
advanced Advanced 
total Total 

 
 
Source 
Used in shapefile/theme:  geoconareas_gda.shp  & geoconpts_gda.shp 
Field name: source 
Field type: string (character) 
Field width: 2 
Explanation:   Identifies the source of the judgement that the feature is of geoconservation 
significance. 
 
Code 
 (00-99) 

Source of judgement of geoconservation value    
(source) 

00 Unknown 
10 Listed on Register of the National Estate  (including Interim list) 
20 Listed on the Tasmanian Geoconservation Database (TGD)  v5, 2005. 
21 Interim listed on TGD v5 (2005)  -  under consideration. 
30 Listed on both the Register of the National Estate and the Tasmanian Geoconservation 

Database  v5,  2005. 
50 Individual geoconservation worker (unidentified) 
51 Chris Sharples (2000 – 2006) 
52 Frances Mowling  (2006) 
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A1.3.4 Coastal Geomorphic Sensitivity, Condition and Geoconservation Priority Map 
Descriptors 

The Sensitivity and Condition Descriptors detailed below were developed for use in the South East 
Tasmanian Integrated Coastal Management Strategy (Sharples 2001), and were created in version 2.0 
of the Tasmanian Shoreline Geomorphic Types Dataset (tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp).  However, note that 
whilst the Condition descriptor Cond  remains a 4 – level coastal landform condition indicator as 
originally defined for Version 2.0,  the Sensitivity  descriptor Sens  has been condensed from the 
original 10 – level coastal landform sensitivity indicator (as used in versions 2.0 and 3.0), to a simpler  
4 – level indicator in this version 4.0.   
 
The Geoconservation Priority (Geovalues) descriptor was created during and for the purposes of  the 
2005 – 2006 NRM mapping project described by this report. 
 
These attributes have subsequently been extended to most south-eastern, eastern and north-eastern 
coasts, and they are suitable for state-wide application in the future.  
 
 
Sensitivity of Coastal Geomorphic and Geological Features (Sens) 
Used in shapefile/themes:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name: Sens 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  1 
Explanation:   Sensitivity is here considered as the inherent susceptibility of a feature, process or 
system to degradation resulting from disturbances caused by human activities, irrespective of any 
existing threats of such disturbance actually occurring. Landforms more sensitive to human 
disturbance tend also to be those more prone to change and erosion due to natural causes, however a 
corollary of this is that the more sensitive landforms may rapidly change in ways that would not occur 
naturally if they are artificially disturbed. In the context of coastal landforms, sensitivity primarily 
refers to the susceptibility of a landform or landform system to accelerated wave or wind erosion 
(and/or accelerated sediment mobility and deposition) as a result of human disturbances to the coastal 
landform system. By convention, Sens refers to sensitivity to local or regional artificial disturbances, 
but not specifically to the effects of global anthropogenic climate change and sea level rise, which for 
the purposes of this indicator are treated as if they were natural changes. 
 
The 4 – level sensitivity scale detailed below is a condensed version of an earlier 10-level sensitivity 
scale previously applied in versions 2.0 & 3.0 of the Tasmanian Shoreline Geomorphic Types Dataset. 
The original 10-level sensitivity scale was based on an indicative scale of sensitivity initially 
developed by Kiernan (1997, Table 15.2) for coastal (and other) landforms. This scale of sensitivities 
has also been adopted for more general use with the Tasmanian Geoconservation Database (Dixon & 
Duhig 1996). 
 
The 10-level sensitivity scale indicates particular hazards that would degrade the geomorphic values of 
specific features having known values and characteristics; thus it is most useful when applied to 
particular features, which is how it is used in the Tasmanian Geoconservation Database. The 4-level 
scale used in tascoastgeo_v4gda is a more generalised indicator of sensitivity where the details of the 
values and characteristics of particular features are not specified or are not known; this is in general 
the case with the geomorphic mapping encoded in tascoastgeo_v4gda – the general types of coastal 
landforms present are classified in the map, but specific values and details of specific features are not 
identified. 
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Attribute summary:  
 
Character 
(0 - 9) 

Sensitivity of coastal  geomorphic and geological features  (Sens) 
 
 

0 Sensitivity unclassified 
 
Includes many artificial shorelines 
 

1 High Sensitivity – soft sediment shores backed by soft sediment backshores 
 
Coasts dominated by soft unconsolidated and highly mobile sediment substrates (usually sand 
and/or mud) in both the intertidal and backshore zones.  These include sandy beaches backed by 
sand dune systems,  muddy estuarine or deltaic shores backed by soft sediment plains,  pebble or 
cobble shores backed by soft sediment plains, or other combinations of soft sediments.  These 
shores are typically highly susceptible to wave erosion, and associated dunes may be susceptible 
to wind erosion either naturally or if disturbed.  Includes shorelines sensitive to coastal erosion 
and recession, siltation and turbidity resulting from catchment land clearance and soil erosion, and 
soft sediment shores sensitive to changes in intertidal currents or sediment movements caused by 
structures elsewhere on the coast. 
 
Examples:  
a) Sand dunes – erosion of loose unconsolidated sediments due to exposure to wind resulting 

from pedestrian trampling, excavations, loss of vegetation cover, fires, or to water erosion 
triggered by waves, or similar. 

 
b) Sandy or muddy shorelines susceptible to erosion and recession due to storm surge or 

undercutting; risk of coastal dune mobility or slumping; risk of entrenchment and erosion by 
pedestrian/vehicular tracks; risk of damage resulting from changes to fire regimes. 

 
2 Mixed Sensitivity – Coasts with significant components of widely differing erodibility 

 
Typified by coasts having soft sandy or muddy shores immediately backed by harder bedrock 
backshores, or conversely, hard bedrock shores backed by extensive sand dune systems (e.g., cliff 
top dune systems) prone to wind erosion.  Elements of these coasts may be prone to significant 
erosion either naturally or if disturbed, whilst other elements remain robust and erode only very 
slowly either naturally or in response to disturbance. 
 
Example: Coasts susceptible to shoreline erosion but little recession 
 

3 Moderate Sensitivity – Shores of soft bedrock or semi-consolidated materials 
 
Coasts where soft mobile sediments (sand or mud) are minor or absent in the backshore zone, but 
the coastal substrate is softer than well-lithified bedrock types.  These shores may include shores 
dominated by clayey-gravelly Tertiary-age sediments, Quaternary-age colluvial (landslide 
deposit) shores, or deeply-weathered and/or intensely fractured shores of formerly well-lithified 
bedrock.  These shores are prone to slumping or noticeable erosion on human timescales, but are 
significantly less mobile than unconsolidated sand or mud shores having soft backshores. 
 

4 Low Sensitivity – Hard bedrock coasts 
 
Coasts where hard lithified bedrock dominates the intertidal zone and backshore (± a soil mantle).  
May include low profile, moderately sloping or cliffed hard rock shores.  Dominantly cobble or 
boulder beaches backed by rising bedrock surfaces have also been included in this sensitivity 
category.   These are shores that will generally erode slowly by human time scales, and would 
require intense artificial disturbance to significantly modify their forms (e.g., deliberate 
excavation or use of explosives). 
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Geomorphic Condition Classification (Cond) 
Used in shapefile/themes: tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp  
Field name:  Cond 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  1 
Explanation:   Condition is here considered as the degree of naturalness, or of artificial disturbance 
by human activities, of coastal geological features, landforms, soils and geomorphic or soil processes.  
Cond is an overall condition summary for bedrock, landform and soil features within each shoreline 
segment, encapsulating the cumulative impact of all known artificial disturbances on  the naturalness 
of the landforms or geomorphic processes of the coastal segment in question.  By convention, Cond  
refers to the effects (or otherwise) of local or regional artificial disturbances, but not to the effects of 
global anthropogenic climate change and sea level rise, which for the purposes of this indicator are 
treated as if they were natural changes (e.g., some sandy shores in southwest Tasmania are eroding 
rapidly for reasons probably related to global (anthropogenic) sea-level rise, but are otherwise 
undisturbed and so are categorised as being in essentially pristine condition Cond = 1). 
 
This is a simple four - level classification which takes account of both form and process as important 
criteria of the naturalness of coastal landforms;  that is,  the geomorphic condition of a segment of 
coast is taken to depend on both the degree to which natural geomorphic processes have been 
disturbed,  and the degree to which natural coastal forms have been artificially altered.  The 
accompanying text string field Condnotes is used to briefly indicate issues giving rise to the overall 
condition classification.  
 
For the purposes of this condition classification,  the coastal zone under consideration is taken to 
encompass a coastal strip extending roughly 200m inland from the High Water Mark.  While 
processes operating further inland (eg,  catchment erosion) may affect the coast,  it is the condition of 
the coastal strip itself which is being classified here. 
 
Note that geomorphic condition summary is taken to be independent of vegetation condition for the 
purposes of this classification:  the geomorphology and soils may be essentially intact despite some 
weed species being present or native species absent.  However,  where weed species such as marram 
grass (Ammophila arenaria), have altered the profile of dune bedforms, a poorer geomorphic condition 
classification is applied. 
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Attribute summary:  
 
Character 
(0 - 9) 

Overall geomorphic condition   (Cond) 

0 Condition unclassified 
 

1 Areas of coast  that are highly natural in their geomorphic character and where there is 
little threat from processes on adjacent or other areas which would affect the natural 
geomorphic integrity of the identified area.  Intertidal zone and backshore landforms and soils  
entirely or essentially undisturbed within 200m of shoreline. 
 
These are areas where there has been little or no disturbance to landforms or soils,  and is little 
threat from existing processes or actions.  In these areas natural geomorphic and soil processes 
and forms are largely intact,  and they generally are of significant geoheritage value in providing 
intact examples of ongoing landscape processes characteristic of their georegion type, and in 
providing an archive of information relating to landscape history and natural processes. 
 
This classification represents a limited need for conservation management intervention other 
than protection from overt disturbance and un-natural processes such as nutrient enrichment, 
unsustainable fire regimes, grazing, dumping of refuse and garden waste and other sources of 
pollution. 
 

2 Areas of partly disturbed coast  whose landforms and soils  are  largely natural,  or where 
natural processes have been re-instated and there is an expectation that natural processes will 
dominate further landform development.  Intertidal zone and backshore landforms and soils  
largely intact, but with some minor disturbance.  Active protection and further restoration of 
natural conditions likely to be a worthwhile and practical option for maintaining regional 
conservation values. 
 
 These areas may contain significant areas of geomorphic or soil disturbance but still include 
features of high geomorphic or geoheritage significance, or relatively un-degraded landforms 
and soils which provide habitat for significant natural species.  Examples may include 
undisturbed rocky shorelines (intertidal zone) with vegetation clearance or minor vehicular or 
foot tracks in the backshore zone, but no significant accelerated soil erosion or other contour 
changes (landform degradation); sandy beaches and dunes with minor foot or vehicular tracks 
but little marram grass or major  erosion, etc. 
 
These areas may retain 'archives' or important information regarding past and ongoing landform 
processes, and/or be largely capable of being managed to provide examples of ongoing natural 
geomorphic or soil processes. 
 
This category implies a need for active conservation management intervention to prevent further 
degradation and may require active rehabilitation in parts to restore natural processes (eg, 
erosion control, weed control, revegetation, etc). 
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3 Areas of significantly disturbed coast that  still possess some elements of natural 
landforms or soils,  but where ongoing landform or soil processes are likely to be dominated or 
at least significantly modified by unnatural factors. Intertidal zone or backshore significantly 
altered,  but still with significant natural elements intact.  Restoration  to natural conditions 
may be possible in some cases,  but will generally be worthwhile only where such actions will 
contribute strategically to nature conservation values.  
 
Examples might include relatively undisturbed beaches (intertidal zone) backed by dune 
systems (backshore) that have been largely cleared of native vegetation and replanted with 
exotic species, eg, marram grass or pines, with resulting geomorphic changes in the dunes; or 
undisturbed rocky shores (intertidal zone) with significant accelerated soil erosion in the 
backshore zone resulting from vegetation clearance or track erosion,  or with roads or other 
structures causing significant changes to landforms in the backshore. 
 
Although these areas might retain significant recreational values they are sufficiently altered or 
degraded as to have limited value for nature conservation.  These areas may be strategically 
rehabilitated or restored where they will contribute significantly to nature conservation,  but this 
process may require a high level of intervention and a significant expenditure of resources. 
 

4 Highly modified areas of coast in which landforms and soils have generally been modified or  
degraded to such an extent that they contribute little to the maintenance of geoconservation 
values.  Intertidal and backshore zones both significantly altered.  Restoration to natural 
condition is not normally  a practical option. 
 
 Such areas may retain some bedrock geological features of geoheritage significance,  but 
generally their landforms and soils will be significantly disturbed and altered by human 
activities,  for example by clearing,  accelerated erosion, structures, covering or excavations in 
both the intertidal and backshore zones 
 
These areas may need to be actively managed to ensure they continue to contribute to other 
environmental amenity parameters such as water quality and erosion control,  or so they do not 
pose a threat to other more intact natural environments.  These areas should only be restored or 
rehabilitated for nature conservation purposes if they are of  high strategic value. 

 
 
 
Geoconservation Priority ("Indicative Geovalues") of Coastal Segments (Geovalues) 
Used in shapefile/themes:  tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp 
Field name: Geovalues 
Field type:  string 
Field width:  1 
Explanation:   This attribute is a high-level (i.e., generalised) indicator of geoconservation 
management priorities, which has been derived from lower-level (i.e.,  more specific) geomorphic 
attributes classified in the tascoastgeo_v4gda.shp map.  The purpose of the Geovalues attribute is to 
highlight coastal segments which are most likely to warrant management attention in the context of 
management regimes aimed at maximising the maintenance of regional geoconservation values and/or 
minimising the threat of geomorphic hazards to human activities & infrastructure. 
 
This is a simple four - level classification which attributes higher Geoconservation Priority to coastal 
segments whose landforms are either in more natural condition (and thus make a greater contribution 
to existing regional conservation values) and/or of higher sensitivity to disturbance (and thus of higher 
priority for conservation management – even if already significantly disturbed – because of their 
propensity for significant further degradation of regional geomorphic values if inappropriately 
managed). 
 
The Geovalues classifications have been automatically derived from the Sensitivity (Sens) and 
Condition (Cond) attributes above by GIS queries as illustrated in the matrix below: 
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Condition 

 1 2 3 4 
1 
 

1 1 1 1 

2 
 

1 2 2 2 

3 
 

1 2 3 3 

Se
ns

iti
vi

ty
 

4 
 

1 2 3 4 

Table 1:  Matrix demonstrating the derivation of geoconservation priority (Geovalues)  from Sensitivity (Sens) 
and condition (Cond) attributes.  In effect, each coastal segment is assigned a Geovalue corresponding  to the 
highest value of either sensitivity or condition for that segment. 

 
Attribute summary:  
 
Character 
(0 - 9) 

Geoconservation Priority (or, "Indicative Geovalues") of coastal segments  (Geovalues) 
 

0 Geoconservation Priority unclassified 
 

1 High Geoconservation Priority 
 
Coastal segments having either the highest sensitivity to disturbance, and / or the most natural 
condition.  The highest geoconservation priority will apply to sensitive (e.g., sandy) coasts in  
pristine condition,  however a significantly disturbed sensitive (e.g., sandy) coastline may also fall 
into this category because, despite its existing disturbance, continued inappropriate management 
may continue to cause or increase coastal geomorphic management problems regionally. 
 

2 Moderate Geoconservation Priority 
 
Intermediate category – coastal segments of either moderate sensitivity or in moderately natural 
condition.  The same considerations as for Geovalues = 1 apply,  at a lower level of priority. 
 

3 Moderate to Low Geoconservation Priority 
 
Coastal segments whose sensitivity is moderate to low, and whose condition is moderate to poor, 
but which still retain some natural landform or process elements that may be further degraded or 
result in geomorphic hazards if subjected to some types of inappropriate activities, and which thus 
still warrant some management consideration in regard to landform values or processes 
 

4 Low Geoconservation Priority 
 
Coastal segments of low sensitivity to disturbance yet which are significantly disturbed 
nonetheless (mainly refers to hard rock shores that have been extensively built over and modified 
by dock facilities, urban development to the waterline, etc).  Geoconservation issues will rarely 
arise for these shores, which have essentially lost all natural geoconservation values, and whose 
continued disturbance will generally not result in additional environmental degradation to that 
which already exists. 
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APPENDIX TWO:  COASTAL PHOTOGRAPHY – NORTHERN NRM 
REGION 
 
This appendix provides a listing and description of coastal photography supplied as part of the 
data set accompanying this report (see also Section 4.4). 
 
Chris Sharples & Frances Mowling 
 
 
Photo No. Date Photo-

grapher 
Description 

NNRM1 21st 
December 
2005 

CS View southwest along Peron Dunes (St Helens), from their 
northeast end.  Classic active transgressive dune complex. 

NNRM2 21st 
December 
2005 

CS View east along steep Tertiary sediment shoreline below 
Parnella (south shore of Georges Bay).  Steep eroding and 
slumping shore of Tertiary-age white clayey quartz gravels 
(fluvial sediments), with artificial rock-fill (road) at the base, 
which exhibits a wave-eroded scarp.  ACTIVE SHORELINE 
EROSION AND SLUMPING 

NNRM3 21st 
December 
2005 

CS View west along steep Tertiary sediment shoreline below 
Parnella (south shore of Georges Bay).  Steep eroding and 
slumping shore of Tertiary-age white clayey quartz gravels 
(fluvial sediments), with artificial rock-fill (road) at the base, 
which exhibits a wave-eroded scarp.  ACTIVE SHORELINE 
EROSION AND SLUMPING 

NNRM4 21st 
December 
2005 

CS View east along steep Tertiary sediment shoreline below 
Parnella (south shore of Georges Bay).  Active erosion and 
slumping of Tertiary-age shoreline clayey sediments shown by 
erosion scarp and big tension cracks. 

NNRM5 21st 
December 
2005 

CS View south (inland) on steep Tertiary sediment shoreline 
below Parnella (south shore of Georges Bay).  Recent 
slumping of Tertiary-age clayey gravel sediments visible, 
behind eroding gravel fill shoreline. 

NNRM6 21st 
December 
2005 

CS View east from St Helens township, over Georges River delta 
and associated intertidal sand flats.  Largely anthropogenic 
feature resulting from deposition of tailings from tin mining in 
the Georges River. 

NNRM7 27 May 
2006 

FM Estuary, Henderson Lagoon P5270071JPG  

NNRM8 27 May 
2006 

FM Steeles Beach, Falmouth to Scamander P5270075JPG  

NNRM9 27 May 
2006 

FM Scamander Estuary, P5270076JPG  

NNRM10 27 May 
2006 

FM Scamander Estuary, P5270077 – 082 JPG  

NNRM11 27 May 
2006 

FM Diana’s Basin foredune and beach  
View south P5270084, 85JPG  

NNRM12 27 May 
2006 

FM Binalong Bay beach planform, and foredune view north 
P5270086 to 88 JPG 

NNRM13 27 May 
2006 

FM Binalong Bay beach and boulders, view south P5270089 JPG  

NNRM14 27 May 
2006 

FM Binalong Bay beach planform, and foredune view north taken 
from dune crest P52700 88 JPG  
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NNRM15 28 May 
2006 

FM Cape Portland transgressive dune encroaching on abutting 
agricultural land.  Location just south of the Gladstone turnoff 
– 1:100,000 map Cape Portland grid ref Long 83 lat 82.  
P5270091 to 094JPG  

NNRM16 28 May 
2006 

FM Scarped foredune and beach, Little Musselroe.  View west to 
headland  P5270095  

NNRM17 28 May 
2006 

FM Scarped foredune and beach, View east including portion of 
spit and beach in rear  
view.  P5270096. 

NNRM18 28 May 
2006 

FM Scarped and retreating foredune, transgressive dune to right.  
View of Lemons Beach  
Cape Portland.  P5270097 to 99. 

NNRM19 28 May 
2006. 

FM Tomahawk beach, rock platform in foreground, scarped 
marram grass foredune. View North, P5270102  

NNRM20 28 May 
2006 

FM Tomahawk beach north, granite rocks, scarped marram grass 
foredune. View North, including view of portion of Boobyalla 
beach south. P5270103. 

NNRM21 28 May 
2006. 

FM Tomahawk beach view south and north, near caravan park.  
P5270105/106  

NNRM22 29 May 
2006. 

FM Bridport estuary view north of the Barnbougle Beach spit.  
Note the mega ripples in foreground.  P290107 to 109 

NNRM23 29 May 
2006. 

FM Pollution flowing into the Bridport estuary.  Discharge from a 
works site.  P290110 to  
112 

NNRM24 29 May 
2006 

FM Cobble beach Tom O’Shanter Bay, Lulworth. P5290113 to 
114.. 

NNRM25 2006 FM Beachford Bay view north east.  P5290115 to 116. 
NNRM26 2006 FM Beachford spit, beach and estuary.  View west. P529011 
NNRM27 2006 FM Beachford estuary P5290118.  
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